
Leftist  Jewish  Journalist
Survives Evangelical Beat
Quiz:  What  do  you  get  when  you  take  one  leftist  Jewish
journalist, assign him to the evangelical Christian beat for
major newspapers on both US coasts, sprinkle in some fiery
sermons and politically conservative speeches, mix thoroughly,
and  bake  with  the  heat  of  fiercely  contested  national
elections?

Note: This is not a joke.

Sound like a recipe for nitroglycerin shortcake? Maybe you’d
expect mutual animosity: “Those wacko God-squaders are at it
again, imposing their beliefs and politics on the rest of us
sane people.” “He’s just another example of the biased secular
humanist liberal media that’s ruining America.”

Yet  this  cake  hides  no  explosives.  The  leftist  Jewish
journalist made a significant discovery on the road to meeting
deadlines, one he feels can instruct his colleagues and us
all.

He says to effectively cover the strange tribe to which he was
assigned,  it  helps  to  know  its  members  as  neighbors  and
friends. His lesson has affected his writing in ways that have
conservative evangelicals commending him for fairness and that
provide useful illustrations for managing today’s turbulent
culture wars.

A Jew Among the Evangelicals
Mark Pinsky’s new book, A Jew Among the Evangelicals: A Guide
for the Perplexed (Westminster John Knox), tells how this
“nice Jewish boy from Jersey” ended up attending church “more
often than many Christians” and sometimes more often than he
attends  his  own  synagogue.  During  his  ten  years  covering
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religion for the Los Angeles Times, he focused on leaders of
major evangelical ministries and had little connection with
local grassroots evangelicals.

When he moved to Florida in 1995 to write for the Orlando
Sentinel, they were everywhere: In the neighborhood, at kids
sporting events, birthday parties, PTA meetings, Scouts, “I
encountered  evangelicals  simply  as  people,  rather  than  as
subjects or sources of quotes for my stories.”

Still  a  committed  Jew,  Pinsky  found  they  were  neither
monolithic nor, as The Washington Post once claimed, “”poor,
uneducated and easy to command.”  They displayed surprising
diversity  on  a  range  of  issues  including  the  Iraq  war,
environmentalism,  tax  policy,  women  in  leadership,  and
immigration.

The Readable Radical
Disclaimer: Pinsky, whom I’ve known since our university days,
is a personal friend, so I’m biased. But I’ve also observed a
curious development here that merits wider consideration. His
Duke Chronicle column was entitled “The Readable Radical” and
he was at the vanguard of late-1960s campus leftist causes. I
didn’t  always  agree  with  his  politics,  but  I  admired  his
concerns about justice, hypocrisy and the disenfranchised.

He  still  votes  with  the  Democratic  left,  but  he  also
understands the Christian subculture he covers better than
many  of  its  members.  Mutual  respect  characterizes  his
relations  with  its  leaders.

Pinsky is not without good natured humor as he highlights
evangelical quirks. Example: the Orlando golf club that hyped
its Easter sunrise service and “Easter Egg Scramble” golf
tournament. And, perhaps-not-so-tongue-in-cheek, he admits he
especially likes about evangelical Christians that “if you are
sorry, they have to forgive you.”  He knows their boss said,



“When you are praying, first forgive anyone you are holding a
grudge against{1}.

Lessons for Life in the Larger World
His book draws lessons from his peculiar and unlikely journey
for life in the larger world. His stories of “how people just
like you wrestle with feelings, values, and beliefs that touch
the  core  of  their  beings”  provide  “a  glimpse  of  someone
learning  to  understand  and  get  along  with  folks  whose
convictions  differ  from  his  own.”

Get to know your intellectual and philosophical adversaries,
he recommends. Take them to lunch. Ratchet down the rhetoric.
Maybe connection can produce understanding and civility can
grow into bridgebuilding.

Not bad advice in a world too-often filled with brickbats and
name calling.

Note

1. Mark 11:25 New Living Translation.

© 2006 Rusty Wright

“When Are We Truly Forgiven,
at  the  Cross  or  at
Confession?”
Some  Christian  writers  have  claimed  it’s  unnecessary  for
Christians to ask for God’s forgiveness since all our sins
(pre- and post-conversion, past and future) were forgiven when
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Christ said “It is finished” (John 19:30). But two scriptures
seem to contradict this: Jesus’ model prayer instructs us to
pray for forgiveness for ourselves (Luke 11:4), and he says in
Matthew  6:15  that  God  will  not  forgive  us  (assuming  “us”
refers to believers, as he is addressing his disciples) if we
do not forgive others. When do you consider that we are truly
forgiven, at the cross or when we confess our sin (1 John
1:9)?

Great question!

I think it’s frankly obnoxious to teach that we don’t have to
ask for forgiveness when we sin. One follower of one of these
writers you mention carried it so far as to make a personal
vow that he didn’t ever have to say “I’m sorry” or “Please
forgive me” when he hurt anyone because after all, his sins
were forgiven at the Cross! (Need I elaborate on what that did
to his marriage and family and workplace relationships???)

There is a difference between knowing we were forgiven at the
cross, and experientially RECEIVING that forgiveness after we
sin. It’s like the difference between standing at the bottom
of a waterfall, thirsty, with our cup upside down. . . and
turning the cup right side up to receive the water.

Forgiveness was offered to everyone at the Cross, but we don’t
experience it until we confess our sins and receive it by
faith (turning our cups right side up). The question of when
we are truly forgiven depends on if you’re looking at it from
God’s perspective or from ours. God-wise, we were forgiven
before we even knew we needed forgiveness. Man-wise, we are
forgiven when we receive it.

Also,  receiving  forgiveness  afresh  when  we  sin  is  what
reconnects our broken relationship with God and with others.
Confession  and  forgiveness  are  intrinsically  related  to
fellowship and intimacy.

Hope this helps!



Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“I Can’t Forgive Myself for
Not Being a Virgin”
I am writing you in order to possibly get some advice on
something that has been laboring me for a long time now. I am
an extremely strong Christian who is attending a Christian
university  in  order  to  become  a  Youth  Pastor  as  a
career/mission. Unfortunately though I have made some very bad
choices in my life, and I continually have trouble giving them
entirely to God. The biggest battle that I face day in day out
is the fact that I am no longer a virgin, and I’m not married.
Three months ago I broke up with my girlfriend of two years,
because I could no longer live with myself continuing having
sex outside of marriage. Since then I have fully given myself
to Christ once more, except for the fact that I can not live
in peace with the fact that I would not be able to give my
virginity to my wife if I get married. I was just wondering if
you had any advice for me in how I could possibly live with
myself a little better than I am now. I realize that I made an
irreversible mistake, and that I must suffer the consequences
of my actions, so if you don’t have any advice for me than I
completely understand. Thanks for being there for people to
ask their tough questions to. I know I appreciate it greatly.

Consider the dynamics of the Lord Jesus’ exchange with the
woman caught in adultery. He looked right past her sin to the
precious soul underneath, with total love and acceptance. The
same way He looks at you! When He told her, “Go and sin no
more,” He was acknowledging that she had sinned but the grace
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of His acceptance was a shame-buster. Don’t you know that the
shame just fell off her in chunks? Those words communicate the
ability to move forward, beyond our sin, into the life of
holiness and righteousness God calls us to.

It’s true you can’t give your virginity to your future wife.
But you can give your purity to her. Consider the response of
a  godly  young  woman  accepting  this  truth  about  you  and
forgiving you for it anyway—as the Lord Jesus said, “He who is
forgiven much, loves much.” It prepares you to love this kind
of special woman that more more!

I think the enemy of your soul has succeeded in keeping your
focus on yourself and your sin—now confessed and repented of,
so it’s GONE—instead of on Jesus. He has no condemnation for
you, and He invites you to give Him your shame since He knows
how to deal with it . . . He despises it! (Heb. 12:2) He makes
it wither up and disappear!

Don’t let Satan have another minute of your life. Every time
you are tempted to wallow in your remorse and guilt, turn it
around and thank the Lord for forgiving and cleansing you.
(Have you let Him cleanse you? [1 John 1:9] If not, thank Him
for cleansing AS WELL AS forgiving you.) But He’s probably
preparing  a  young  lady  right  now  for  you  who  will  deal
graciously  with  your  past.  That  young  lady  might  just  be
someone who has committed the same sin as you, who will not
only forgive but fully understand. Then you can both rejoice
together in being understood and giving each other lots of
grace.

I hope this helps.

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries



“My Friend is HIV+”
A person I love very much was diagnosed as being HIV positive.
He was infected at the age of 16. If he had been diagnosed
with cancer or some other disease the first thing people would
say or think is “How terrible, I will pray for this person.”
or “I’m sorry. ” They would also wonder about the injustice of
it. Unfortunately, that is not the reaction a person gets from
the church when they let people know they have AIDS. The first
thing they want to know is “How did you get it. “

Because of this reaction my friend has been totally turned off
to Christianity. No one at are chuch knew about him because he
was afraid of what people would say. Only his family knew. One
day at church the subject of AIDS came up and quickly his
fears were realized. Comments such as it being God’s judgment
and  people  getting  what  they  deserve  for  making  immoral
choices. You should have seen his face. He was shattered. So
was I.

I know that not all churches are like this but so far I havn’t
found one that wasn’t. I try and tell myself that this is not
our savior talking. If he were here he would forgive and love
the person afflicted with this disease. I try to talk to him
about Jesus loving and healing the leper. But faced with what
is said in our church its hard for him to remember that.

There  are  so  many  people  struggling  with  this  terrible
disease.  People  who  make  the  same  bad  choices  lots  of
teenagers in the church are making, but fortunately they only
got pregnant or got someone pregnant. They were lucky enough
not to get AIDS. When someone repents, God casts that sin as
far as the east is from the west. Too bad we can’t do that. It
doesn’t matter how you got the disease. That person needs to
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be shown the love of Christ. Don’t wait until it’s your loved
one. Learn the facts about this disease. CHURCH, I beg of you
don’t let ignorance stop you from being a witness. We are His
hands and feet. Lets use them to show a group of people
rejected by the church His love. God has not recected those
who have AIDS. He is loving them and He is expecting us to do
the same. Please pray about this issue.

I  am  so  very,  very  sorry  to  hear  about  this  horrible
experience. You are so right about the church’s judgmental
reaction and how it grieves not only the person who has it,
and the people who love him, but the Father’s heart.

The reason it’s so easy for people to react so strongly is
that, unlike cancer or stroke or other life-stealing disease,
HIV is usually contracted through an immoral lifestyle choice,
either  sex  or  drugs.  But,  of  course,  as  the  disease  has
spread,  innocent  people  get  it  from  those  who  weren’t
innocent, and the accompanying unfair judgment just adds to
the pain.

You’re right, too, all churches aren’t like this, but it’s
hard to find a grace-based church that knows the truth about
how God accepts us no matter what. Our church, for example,
embraced a man who eventually died of AIDS, and he was greatly
loved. But part of that process was educating them about their
own risk to exposure to him, and assuring them that unless
they came in contact with his body fluids they had nothing to
worry about. Which is why some of us particularly delighted in
hugging him and kissing him on the forehead to communicate
that we cared.

Let me share something someone e-mailed me. I love this story
and I bet you will too.

Slandering The Blood of Jesus One night in a church service a
young woman felt the tug of God at her heart. She responded
to God’s call and accepted Jesus as her Lord and Savior. The



young woman had a very rough past, involving alcohol, drugs,
and prostitution. But, the change in her was evident. As time
went on she became a faithful member of the church. She
eventually became involved in the ministry, teaching young
children. It was not very long until this faithful young
woman had caught the eye and heart of the pastor’s son. Their
relationship grew and they began to make wedding plans. This
is when the problems began. You see, about one half of the
church did not think that a woman with a past such as hers
was suitable for a pastor’s son. The church members began to
argue and fight about the matter. So they decided to have a
meeting. As the people made their arguments and tensions
increased, the meeting was getting completely out of hand.
The young woman became very upset about all the things being
brought up about her past. As she began to cry the pastor’s
son stood to speak. He could not bear the pain it was causing
his wife to be. He began to speak and his statement was this:
” My fiance’s past is not what is on trial here. What you are
questioning is the ability of the blood of Jesus to wash away
sin. Today you have put the blood of Jesus on trial. So, does
it wash away sin or not?” The whole church began to weep as
they realized that they had been slandering the blood of the
Lord Jesus Christ. Too often, even as Christians, we bring up
the past and use it as a weapon against our brothers and
sisters.  Forgiveness  is  a  very  foundational  part  of  the
Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. If the blood of Jesus does
not  cleanse  the  other  person  completely  then  it  cannot
cleanse us completely. If that is the case, then we are all
in a lot of trouble. What can wash away my sins, nothing but
the blood of Jesus…. end of case!!! God Forgives.. So should
we.

Bless you, _______.

Sue Bohlin

Probe Ministries


